Tissue oxygen saturation levels from fetus to neonate.
Oxygen saturation during the term of delivery to the first cry, when fetal circulation dynamically changes, has not yet been examined. The aim of this study was therefore to determine whether the continuous measurement of regional tissue oxygen saturation (rSO2 ) from crowning until 5 min after delivery is possible using fetal tissue oximetry with a sensor attached to the examiner's finger. Oxygen saturation levels in fetal cranial tissue between the second stage of delivery to crowning and up to 5 min after delivery were measured using fetal tissue oximetry with a sensor attached to the examiner's finger. Thirty-five deliveries were examined, and oxygen saturation was measured in seven infants from delivery of the head until 5 min after birth. Umbilical cord blood gas was measured in all cases. This clinical test was performed under the permission of the Ethics Committee of Hamamatsu University School of Medicine. Average tissue oxygen saturation in the second stage of delivery and at 5 min after delivery were 50.3 ± 16.3% and 56.8 ± 8.46%, respectively. In cases of continuous measurement, average rSO2 for crowning, immediately after delivery, and the first cry was 32.7 ± 9.5%, 30.0 ± 6.6%, and 31.6 ± 5.5%, respectively. We herein successfully measured oxygen saturation levels in fetal cranial tissue during crowning, delivery of the head, the first cry, and 5 min after delivery using fetal tissue oximetry with a sensor attached to the examiner's finger.